
KAMLA NEHRU HR. SEC. SCHOOL (C.B.S.E.) 
CLASS – X SUMMER ASSIGNMENT 2019-20 

 
Note -  1) All these questions must be done in fair copy (Note Book) 
 2) Holiday Homework should be submitted on or before 24th June 2019.  
              3) Marks will be given for this holiday homework. 

 
SUBJECT – CHEMISTRY 

Q.1 Write different types of chemical reactions with two examples each. 
Q.2 Define corrosion and rancidity and give five examples of corrosion which you  

find around you.  
Q.3 Balance the following chemical equation. 

 (i) Al2(SO4)3+NaOHAl(OH)3+Na2SO4 
 (ii) NaOH+H2SO4Na2SO4+H2O 
 (iii) BaCl2+H2SO4  BaSO4+HCl 
Q.4 Define exothermic and endothermic reactions with examples. 
Q.5 Translate the following statement into chemical equations and balance it: 
 (i) Phosphorus burnt in oxygen to give Phosphorus Pentaoxide. 
 (ii) Aluminium metal replaces iron from ferric oxide, Fe2O3 giving aluminium oxide and iron. 
 (iii) Hydrogen sulphide gas burns in air to give water and Sulphur Dioxide. 

SUBJECT – BIOLOGY 
Q.1 Explain different modes of nutrition in organism.  
Q.2 Explain different steps of photo synthesis.  
Q.3 Which part of the body takes part in the absorption of digested food and how?  
Q.4 Name and function of different enzymes in the process of digestion.    
Q.5 How to prove CO2, light and chlorophyll is required for photo synthesis? 

SUBJECT – PHYSICS 

Q.1 What are the main difference between real and virtual images? 
Q.2 The image formed by a concave mirror is observed to be virtual, erect and larger than the object. What should 

be the position of the object. Draw ray diagram also. 
Q.3 If an object is placed 10 cm from a concave mirror of radius of curvature 60 cm, then find the position of 

image. 
Q.4 Justify with reason a ray of light falling normally on a plane mirror retraces its parts on reflection. 
Q.5 Write laws of refraction. Calculate the angle of incidence of light ray incident on surface of a plastic slab of 

refractive index √3. If the angle of refraction is 30°. 
 

SUBJECT – ENGLISH 
Q.1 Read the novel ‘Diary of a young Girl’, Write about all the main character of this novel. 
Q.2 Write an article on ‘Health and medicine’ and paste/draw necessary pictures. 
Q.3 Write atleast 10 dialogues on the given topic - 
 (i) A plan for picnic  (ii) A surprise birthday party 
Q.4 Make a beautiful chart of Tenses with atleast one example of each. 
Q.5 Make a poster on ‘Save Environment’. 
Q.6 Day wise one page writing has to be done in separate copy of 50 pages from Newspaper.  

 
SUBJECT – HINDI 

iz01 rqyklhnkl th dk thou ifjp; ,oa muds ikap nksgs fyf[k,A 
iz02 ekuo dk izd`fr ds lkFk D;k laca/k gS\ 
iz03 Lora=rk vkanksyu esa efgykvksa dh Hkh lfdz; Hkkxhnkjh jgh gS muds ckjs esa tkudkjh izkIr dhft, rFkk 

fdUgh nks dk laf{kIr ifjp; fyf[k,A 
iz04 viuh ,d ilanhnk dfork fyf[k,A 



iz05 f’kf{kr O;fDr dkSu dgykrk gS\ ,d f’kf{kr O;fDr ds mRrj nkf;Roksa dk mYys[k djrs gq, mRrj 
fyf[k,A 

 
SUBJECT – SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Q.1 “Use plastic money over cash… Don’t   act mean- Be green”. Write your views related to given statement. 
Q.2 Collect the pictures of some Indian National parks and wildlife sanctuaries and  paste them on classwork 

copy. Do write about the degradation of forest and wildlife resources. 
Q.3 Prepare the list of the fundamental rights in the Indian constitution included. 
Q.4 Collect the information about famous Indian Nationalists (Sardar Patel, Mahatma Gandhi, Subhash 

Chandra Bose). Write in detail about them. 
Q.5 Prepare the character sketch of Dwarka Nath Tagore, G.D. Birla, Jamsetji Nusserwanji Tata. What was 

their contribution in Indian Industrialisation  
 

SUBJECT – MATHS 
Q.1  Using Euclid’s division lemma find the HCF of 92690, 7378 and 7161,  
Q.2  Show that every positive even integer is the form 2n, and that every positive  

odd integer is of the form of 2n+1, where n is some integer. 
Q.3  Find the HCF of 65 and 117 and express it in the form 65m+117m. 
Q.4  Prove that √2 is an irrational number by contradiction method. 
Q.5  If α and β are the zeroes of polynomial ax2+bx+c then, form the polynomial whose zeroes are 1

𝛼𝛼
  

and  1
𝛽𝛽

 . 

Q.6  Divide 3x4-4x2+8x-1 by x-2 . 
Q.7  If the zeroes of the polynomial. x3-3x2+x+1 are a-b, a and a+b; find a and b. 
Q.8  If two zeroes of polynomial. x4-6x3-26x2+138x-35 are 2 ± √3, find other  

zeroes. 
Q.9  If polynomial x4-6x3+16x2-25x+10 is divided by another polynomial a2-2x+k  

the remainder comes out to x+a, find k and a. 
 

SUBJECT – INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Q.1 Explain Different tenses with examples. 
Q.2 Interview 10 different people from different fields (ask about their experiences in their profession, problems 

they face and where they see themselves in next 5 years) write the interviews in a newspaper report style 
Q.3 Explain what is network, network architecture, Advantages of Networking and various devices used in a 

network. 
Q.4 What are the components of an Email? Explain their use 
Q.5 What are blogs? Explain the steps to create and publish a blog. 

 
SUBJECT – Physical and Health Education 

Q.1 How many dimensions of health? Briefly explain. 
Q.2 What are the different aspects of health? 
Q.3 Explain the factors which affect the health. 
Q.4 What is the importance of personal cleanliness for an individual? 
Q.5 Explain in brief ‘the scope of health education’. 

SUBJECT – Work Education (Art & Craft) 
Q.1  Paper Mashie Bowl Q.2.  Mural / Frame 

 


